
EXTERNAL CIVIL REPAIRS AND PAINTING WORKS FOR CANAR A BANK RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX, POWAI

RATE * AMOUNT
(RS.) (RS.)

1

SCAFFOLDING -- Providing & erecting sturdy double bamboo
Scaffolding on exterior side of building/structure from ground to
terrace parapet level to reach any place of work, including
approaches, extension, making proper working platform at required
levels to work on , anchorages, ladders, and covering the entire
surface with Hessian cloth (kantan) curtains, protection has to be
taken for the window glass, plastic waterproof tarpaulins (only at
terrace level), dismantling and removing of the same along with
debris from site on completion of work etc. complete as per the
specification and as directed by Engineer-in-Charge/ Employer.
Note:- (1) The elevational area of the scaffolding shall be measured

for payment purpose.
(2) The payment will be made once only for execution of all works for
which the scaffolding is required.

SQ.MTR 13000

2

SAFETY NET--
Providing and erecting the Safety nets above all those areas where
any kind of man-movement is anticipated. The safety net shall be
made up of minimum 10 mm dia nylon ropes spaced not greater than
75 mm apart. The net shall be tied with necessery suitable
arrangemnt in such a way that no area is left out at the edges as well
as at the overlap portions to prevent the debris falling on ground
during progress of work and keeping the same in position during the
entire period of work. The net shall be covered with the fishermen net
so as not to allow any particles through the same. The fishermen net
shall be maintained from time to time, by replacing the damaged
portion. The same shall also be cleaned at regular interval so as not
to accumulate the debris. The same shall be removed after
completion of the work as diercted by  Engineer-in-Charge/ Employer.

SQ.MTR 60

SR 
NO.

DESCRIPTION UNIT QTY.

  SCHEDULE OF QUANTITIES - SCHEDULE 'A'
             ITEM RATES ONLY
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3

External plaster --
Identifying loose plaster by tapping and carefully, breaking and
removing damaged plaster of external facade of bldg by chiselling
including any other finishing layer ranking of joints including removing
loose material etc. of any thickness at any / all level with help of small
chisel and hammer weighing not more than 5 pounds and as
directed, lowering down debris, stacking and carting away the same
from the site and disposing the same etc. complete and 
providing and applying of sand faced waterproof sponge finished
plaster of average 25mm thick on all surfaces in two coats at all
heights in cement morter 1:4 using fine aggregates from natural
source with approved waterproofing compound as per manufacturer's
specification including ranking of joints. The rate also to include
cleaning the surface with water jet, applying cement slurry on
concrete surfaces keeping the surface of the base coat rough so as
to receive sand faced plaster treatment.

SQ.MTR 800

4

PLASTER ( INTERNAL ) --
Chipping out damaged , loosed , spalled plaster from masonry &
concrete surfaces at any height including necessary scaffolding,
labour, tools, tackles, materials, carting away the debris from time to
time etc. complete.
providing & applying internal plaster of average 15 mm thick in
cement mortar 1:4 using fine aggregates from natural source
including raking of joints, cleaning the surface applying cement slurry
on concrete surface before plastering, finished smooth with neeru
finish or thin layer of plaster of paris including necessary labour,
materials, tools, tackles, scaffolding, curing, etc complete as per
specification & as directed by  Engineer-in-Charge/ Employer.

SQ.MTR 200

5

STEEL PROPS -- Providing and erecting steel props (upto 3 M
height, braced at centre and supporting a continuous 2” x 3” wooden
runner, resting on wedge and block minimum capacity 3 Ton) to
support the structure provisionally during repair and jacketing etc.
and maintaining them in position till required as directed by the
Engineer-in-Charge/ Employer. The work should be undertaken only
with prior written instruction of  Engineer-in-Charge/ Employer.

NOs 150

6 POLYMER MODIFIED MORTAR (PMM) TREATMENT 

6. a

REMOVAL OF RUST -- Providing & applying approved rust remover
of approved make to the clean reinforcement bars & allowing it to
react for specified time and cleaning the reinforcement of total rust by
tapping or using mechanical wire brush or any other suitable way
including from behind if possible and around the reinforcement bars
to give it a totally rust free finished steel surface using suitable tools
and equipment inclusive of Material, Manpower and Equipment.
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6. b

PASSIVATOR COAT ON REINFORCEMENT --
Providing and applying the one component, Polymer modifed,
cementitious anti-corrosive primer (having the technical parameters
mentioned in material specifications) formulated to provide dual
protection of a polymeric barrier and an integral corrosion-inhibiting
system, to the existing steel and additional steel provided before
pathcing of damaged areas, using suitable tools and equipment
inclusive of Material, Manpower and Equipment using BASF
approved make chemicals of MasterEmaco P130 / Fosroc Nitoprime
Zincrich / Sika Rustoff 100 or other equivalent. 

6. c

BOND COAT-- Providing and application of bond coat on the
concrete surface by mixing high dispersion SBR latex like
MasterEmaco SBR2 of BASF or equivalent with white cement in the
ratio of 2:3. The mixing should be done to a lump free consistency for
the bond coat and the screed / mortar should be applied once the
bond coat is tacky.
MasterEmaco SBR 2 of BASF or Nitobond SBR (Latex) of Fosroc or
equivalent approved make.

6. d

POLYMER MODIFIED MORTAR (PMM) TREATMENT-- 
Providing and repairing the damaged concrete portion with single
component, fibre reinforced, duel shrinkage-compensated,
thixotropic, cementitious patch repair mortar as per manufacture's
specifications in thickness of 12 mm to 50 mm both vertically &
overhead depending on site condition in layers capable of applying
25mm thick layers initially by hand and finishing with trowel carefully
compacting the same around the rebars and finishing to bring it in
line with existing concrete surface inclusive of Manpower, Material
and Equipment.
The approved brands are MasterEmaco S348 of BASF / Renderoc
HB-60 of Fosroc / Sikadur 41 of Sika or equivalent. The rate of the
item is inclusive of chipping of loose concrete and its disposal away
from the site. (The rate should include item 6. a, 6. b, 6. c and 6. d)      

SQ.MTR 600

7

MICRO CONCRETE -- Same items as stated in 6.a, 6. b, 6. C shall
be included in addition to the following specifications.
Providing and laying of prepacked dual shrinkage compensated
polymer modified micro-concrete like MasterEmaco S346 of
BASF/Renderoc LA 55 of Fosroc/ SikaRep Microcrete-4 of Sika or
equivalent material. Pouring in narrow locations. (Rate includes the
formwork,materials,labour etc. Measurement on the basis of actual
consumption of micro concrete). The rate is inclusive of chipping of
the loose concrete and its disposal away from the site. (The rate
should include item 6. a, 6. b, 6. c and 7)                                                          

KG 300

8
STEEL REINFORCEMENT -- Using TMT bars for R.C.C. work
including straightening, cutting, bending, placing in position and
binding all complete for column and slab.

KG 100
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9
TACK WELDING -- The new rebars to existing new rebars with
minimum 4” lap (No. of tack weld shall be counted) EACH 50

10

CHEMICAL COAT -- Providing and applying water proof chemical
coating using brush bond of RFX Fosroc or Equivalent with two coats
to form a seam less membrane of 1mm thick over the sunshade
Balcony Top on Chajja etc.

SQ.MTR 600

11

TREADS -- Removing the existing damaged treads in staircase
including cleaning of concrete surface, carting away the debris and
cleaning the corroded steel, applying the rusticides, cementious anti
corrosive primer, bond coat & providing & fixing of new finished
Kottah stone of average 25mm thickness with antislippery grooves (3
Nos) with 4 mm depth, with shampering including bedding / backing
coat plaster in 1:4 proportion and filling the joints with cement
including polishing, cleaning etc. complete. App. length of the tread
is 4 feet.

NOs 50

12

RISERS -- Removing the existing damaged risers in staircase
including cleaning of concrete surface, carting away the debris and
cleaning the corroded steel, applying the rusticides, cementious anti
corrosive primer, bond coat & providing & fixing of new finished
Kottah stone of average 25mm thickness including bedding / backing
coat plaster in 1:4 proportion and filling the joints with cement
including polishing, cleaning etc. complete. App. length of the tread
is 4 feet.

NOs 50

13

PAINTING TO EXTERIORS OF BUILDING DEAD WALLS --  
Thorughly cleaning all external surface using sand paper, wire brush
to remove the dust, stains, existing paint, jet spray to clean the
surface from dust. Plaster cracks filling using non-shrink crack
filler like X Paste of Dr. Fixit or other approved brand by way of
raking a V groove and filling the crack as per manufactureres
specification. Providing and applying two coats of exterior acrylic
elastomeric coating of Dr. Fixit Raincoat of approved shade or
eqivalent in other approved brand over a coat of recommended
primer as per manufactureres specifications. The coefficient for
external area will be considered as one (1) for each side. 

SQ.MTR 1700
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14

PAINTING TO EXTERIORS OF BUILDING -- Thorughly cleaning all
external surface using sand paper, wire brush to remove the dust,
stains, existing paint, jet spray to clean the surface from dust. Plaster 
cracks filling using non-shrink crack filler like RENDROC C S of
fosroc or other approved brand by way of raking a V groove and
filling the crack as per manufactureres specification. Providing and
applying two coats of exterior 100% acrylic emulsion Apex Ultima
of Asian paints of approved shade or equivalent in other approved
brand over a coat of recommended primer as per manufactureres
specifications. The coefficient for external area will be considered as
one (1) for each side subjcet to full deductions for windows and other
openings. 

SQ.MTR 13300

15

PAINTING TO COMMON AREA OF BUILDING -- Providing and
Applying 2 or more coats of Acrylic distemper paint of Asian or
equivalnet in other approved brands on wall and ceiling as per design
and approved shade by the Engineer-in-charge/ Employer. Rate to
include preparing the surface, applying base coat of primer, full
putty, all jambs, trims, edges, grooves, plywood etc. complete. 
The existing surface to be prepared after scrapping the existing paint
and disposing the waste material away from the site. 
The rate is inclusive of materials, labour scaffolding/ stagging,
transpoartion and taxes etc. For Staircase, stilt celling, common
passages or whenver directed by Engineer-in-charge/ Employer. The
coefficient for RCC Jalli will be considered as one (1) for each side
subject.  

SQ.MTR 3550

16

ENAMEL PAINT TO M.S. GRILLS/ GATES -- Thoroughly scrapping 
and cleaning the existing surface, preparing the surface by scrapping, 
brushing and brooming down existing paint, to have proper & leveled 
surface to receive finishing coats. Providing and applying two coats of 
apcolite premium gloss enamel of Asian or equivalent in other brands 
for grill, baluster etc to give an even surface  over a base coat of zinc 
chromate primer as approved by Engineer-in-charge/ Employer 
including necessary labour , tools, tackles, materials, curing etc., 
completed as  directed.  The measurements will be considered for 
length and breadth for both way. The coefficient for one side will be 
0.5.

SQ.MTR 1200
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17

CI PIPE DISMANTLING -- Dismantling C.I. pipes from walls after
taking out the pipes, manually/ by mechanical means breaking lead
caulked joints, melting of lead and making into blocks including
stacking of pipes & lead at site within 50 metre lead as per direction
of Engineer-in-charge:

RMT 100

18
PVC PIPES -- Supply and fix in position ISI Marked PVC soil, waste
and vent pipes (SWR pipe) with all accessories and saddles etc. all
complete for:

18. a 75 mm dia RMT 50

18.b 110 mm dia RMT 50

19

Eradicating Shrubs -- Eradicating vegetaion growth/ shrubs/ weeds
grown on building surface by applying saturated solution of
Ammonimum Sulphamate to the roots including removing the shrubs
from root for entire portion, disposing of the same etc. complete.

LS 1

TOTAL
Total Amount in Words Rs.

(* The rate should be filled in words and figures)
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